Qatar's trade surplus in merchandise sector up 6.6% to QR6.25bn in July

Amir holds talks with Sudan president

His Highness the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani held a telephone conversation with the President of the Republic of Sudan, His Excellency General Omar Hassan Ahmad al-Bashir, yesterday. During the phone conversation, the Amir congratulated President al-Bashir on the 26th anniversary of assuming the responsibility of leading the Republic of Sudan, and on the development of his country during this period.

Lebanese minister praises Qatari aid

The minister of foreign affairs and expatriates in the Lebanese government, Albert Serhan, praised the aid provided by the Amir Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad al-Thani to Beirut explosion. He also lauded in this regard the Amir’s support to the efforts of voluntary organisations that work in the field of health, education and social services and praised the joint efforts in order to ensure stability and provide the aid and the efforts of the president to contribute to the economic development of Lebanon.

Gearing up for new school year

Qatar, represented by Qatar Fund for Development (QFFD), continues to support schools in Somalia, as part of Ashghal’s readiness for the new academic year. It was built using a high degree of advanced technologies as a project. It was built using a high degree of advanced technologies as a project. It was built using a high degree of advanced technologies as a project. It was built using a high degree of advanced technologies as a project.

Hurricane Laura roars toward US Gulf Coast

Hurricane Laura moved toward the US Gulf Coast yesterday afternoon as a massive Category 4 storm and was expected to cause catastrophic damage and ‘unimaginable storm surge’ along the Texas and Louisiana border. The National Hurricane Center said the system was making landfall in the United States after striking the Mexican coast with winds of 150mph and heavy rainfall. The storm was moving north and west at 11mph and could return to the Gulf of Mexico later this week.

School funded by Qatar in Japan’s tsunami-affected area opens

Qatar continued its support for the reconstruction and recovery of the municipality of Onagawa in the Sendai area, which was hard hit by the 2011 earthquake and tsunami. Qatar and Japan signed an agreement in March 2011 to support the local communities in their efforts to rebuild their lives and recover. The school is a part of the Qatar Fund for Education and Training (QFET) and the Qatar Fund for Education and Training in Japan (QFETJ). The school is a part of the Qatar Fund for Education and Training (QFET) and the Qatar Fund for Education and Training in Japan (QFETJ). The school is a part of the Qatar Fund for Education and Training (QFET) and the Qatar Fund for Education and Training in Japan (QFETJ). The school is a part of the Qatar Fund for Education and Training (QFET) and the Qatar Fund for Education and Training in Japan (QFETJ).
All private, public school staff to take Covid-19 test

Staff members of all public and private schools in Qatar have to undergo medical examinations before the start of the new academic year to ensure that they are free of Covid-19, the report said. According to the Ministry of Education and Higher Education, in co-ordination with the Ministry of Public Health (MoPH), a taskforce has been formed to examine the schools before the beginning of the school year and ascertain that they are Covid-19-free. All staff members of private schools will undergo medical examinations by the MoPH and Hamad Medical Corporation before the beginning of the school year to ensure that they are free of Covid-19. "The new package reflects the ministry’s keenness to provide proper protection for students, teachers and administrative staff from Covid-19," the report said. Accordingly, all public school staff members will undergo medical examinations by the MoPH and Hamad Medical Corporation before the beginning of the school year to ensure that they are Covid-19-free. All staff members of private schools will be examined by private healthcare providers before the beginning of the school year to ensure they are free of Covid-19. The priority of examination will be given to teachers followed by school staff members of all public and private schools in Qatar. The MoEHE has recently announced a package of precautionary measures to ensure a safe and healthy environment at all public and private schools and higher education institutions, the report added. The ministry has warned that "the new package reflects the keenness to provide proper protection for students, teachers and administrative staff from Covid-19." The priority of examination will be given to teachers followed by school staff members of all public and private schools in Qatar. The MoEHE has stressed that all schools around the nation must comply with the precautionary health measures, which were previously announced by Health and Safety Department. The ministry has warned that "any violations regarding the precautions of this decree shall amount to the maximum punishment as stated in the applicable laws and infectious diseases will be subject to legal liability." Under Law No 9 of 2020, which amended some provisions of Decree-Law No 17 of 1990 which amends some provisions of the Public Health Law, the punishment shall amount to imprisonment for a term not exceeding three years and a fine not exceeding QR200,000, or either of the two penalties.

Lebanese foreign minister praises Qatari aid, support

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Emirgrants in the Lebanese Council of government Chamal Al-Sheikh has praised the aid provided by Qatar to Lebanon to face the repercussions of the Beirut Port explosion, while lauding, in this regard, the visit of HH the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani to Beirut on Tuesday. The Lebanese foreign minister pointed out that he discussed with HH Sheikh Mohamed the exceptional circumstances that Lebanon is going through, in addition to the situation in the region, while appreciating the assistance provided by Qatar to support the sectors that are most in need. "The visit of the Qatari minister of foreign affairs is highly appreciated, and it expresses a historical bond and the continuity of the State of Qatar with the Lebanese people," Al-Sheikh said, while wishing Qatar more prosperity and stability.

FM meets heads of Lebanese parties, MPs

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Emigrants in the Lebanese Council of government Chamal Al-Sheikh has praised the aid provided by Qatar to Lebanon to face the repercussions of the Beirut Port explosion, while lauding, in this regard, the visit of HH the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Foreign Affairs Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman Al-Thani to Beirut on Tuesday. The Lebanese foreign minister pointed out that he discussed with HH Sheikh Mohamed the exceptional circumstances that Lebanon is going through, in addition to the situation in the region, while appreciating the assistance provided by Qatar to support the sectors that are most in need. "The visit of the Qatari minister of foreign affairs is highly appreciated, and it expresses a historical bond and the continuity of the State of Qatar with the Lebanese people," Al-Sheikh said, while wishing Qatar more prosperity and stability.
Mohr Reports 114,558 Total Covid Recoveries

Over 866,000 people tested

The Ministry of Public Health (MOPH) has announced that 114,558 total Covid recoveries have been recorded. Out of the total, 866,000 people have tested positive for the virus, with 114,558 recoveries so far.

Minister highlights culture and sports ministry’s strategy

The strategy of the Ministry of Culture and Sports includes the following:

1. The annulment of cabin-ban seats for cultural, cultural, and regional events, in accordance with the Ministry’s strategy, to reduce the number of infected people.
2. The Ministry will develop and enhance cultural and cultural activities, such as cultural events, cultural festivals, and cultural programs.
3. The Ministry will implement the Qatar National Sports Programmes (QNAP) to strengthen cultural and cultural activities, such as cultural events, cultural festivals, and cultural programs.

PM stresses need for ministerial coordination

The Prime Minister and Minister of Interior H.E. Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, in a statement issued following the meeting with the Cabinet, said the following:

1. The Prime Minister and Minister of Interior H.E. Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, emphasized the need for ministerial coordination.
2. The Prime Minister and Minister of Interior H.E. Sheikh Tamim bin Hamad Al-Thani, stressed the importance of coordination between the Cabinet and the government.

Cabinet announces measures to lift Covid restrictions

The Cabinet has announced a series of measures to lift Covid restrictions. The measures include:

1. The Cabinet has decided to lift the Covid restrictions on public places, such as schools, universities, and workplaces.
2. The Cabinet has decided to lift the Covid restrictions on gatherings, such as weddings, funerals, and other social events.
3. The Cabinet has decided to lift the Covid restrictions on the movement of people, such as allowing people to travel freely within Qatar.

Minister receives credentials of Dutch and German envoys

H.E. the Minister of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman bin Jassim Al-Thani, has received the credentials of the new ambassadors of the Netherlands and Germany to Qatar.

H.E. the Minister of Foreign Affairs (MoFA) Sheikh Mohamed bin Abdulrahman bin Jassim Al-Thani, has received the credentials of the new ambassadors of the Netherlands and Germany to Qatar.

Qatar condemns Iran’s terrorist attack in Afghanistan

Qatar has expressed its strong condemnation of the Iran’s terrorist attack in Afghanistan. The country has confirmed that the attack on two police stations resulted in the deaths and injuries of several people.

Qatar continues to support Afghanistan

Qatar has continued to support Afghanistan in its efforts to stabilize the situation. The country has confirmed that it will continue to support Afghanistan in its efforts to stabilize the situation.
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**Drive to remove abandoned cars begins in Al Khor and Thakhira**

The Ministry of Municipality and Environment yesterday launched a campaign to remove abandoned cars in all municipalities. It comes in implementation of Law No. 18 of 2017 regarding public hygiene.

Assistant Director of the Mechanised Equipment Department Abdulaziz Ahmed al-Masfari, said that the first campaign to remove abandoned cars, carried out in the Industrial Area in Doha, was launched in July which resulted in the removal of about 1,500 cars.

Another campaign targeted different areas of Al Khor and Al Thakhira Municipalities and transferred the detection spots in Um Al Sami area.

Al-Masfari added that awareness campaign will be stepped up and expanded during the coming phase.

Most of the general control sections at Doha Municipality asserted that owners of abandoned vehicles to co-ordinate and co-operate with the campaign.

**Stranded expats return to Doha on chartered flights**

Community organisations on chartering flights or arranging seats for Qatar residents stranded in the southern Indian state of Kerala to return to Doha.

The flight was chartered by the Kerala Muslim Cultural Centre (KMCC) from Kannur International Airport.

One flight was chartered by the Kerala Muslim Cultural Centre (KMCC) from Kannur International Airport.

The flight from Kannur to Doha on August 19 with 80 passengers on board. Chaired by KMCC Kozhikode, the flight was arranged in a flight from Kannur International Airport.

By Shafeeq Alingal

**Mercedes-Benz G Class**

2018 - 2019

- The lock symbol for the child safety lock operating lever embossed on the rear doors may show an incorrect locking status of the child safety lock.
- The control unit of the differential locking module may not correspond to manufacturer specifications.

**Contact the dealer for the free required repair**

**Nasser Bin Khaled Automobiles**

Phone: 46587777
Rolls-Royce unveils new brand identity

The company’s products are today revered in empyrean contexts – symbols of hand-craftsmanship, born from the finest materials and honed with masterful skill, while the brand and its distinctive figure, the Spirit of Ecstasy, has become icons for the very essence of Rolls-Royce. How then, can a brand so steeped in tradition be as relevant today as it was when the Wraith was introduced in 1948?

The Spirit of Ecstasy is a synecdoche for luxury. In recent years, Rolls-Royce has experienced change at a rate of more than 43% a year, largely due to the luxury brands category, which has increased significantly to an average of just 43.

However, despite the fluctuations, there has never been a more important time for Rolls-Royce to reflect its standing as the world’s most exclusive manufacturer of fine automobiles. In 2019, the marque’s client base increased signiﬁcantly to an average of the marque’s clients have demanded more individuality, with the marque’s co-founder, Sir Henry Royce, Rolls-Royce has experienced change at a rate of more than 43% a year, largely due to the luxury brands category, which has increased signiﬁcantly to an average of just 43.
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Qatar Charity (QC) declared the names of winners in the fourth edition of its “Future’s Writers” program during a closing ceremony held remotely in compliance with precautionary measures aimed at curbing the outbreak of the coronavirus (COVID-19) pandemic.

**Dignitaries**

The program sponsor and partners were honored at the ceremony, which was attended by HE Salah Bin Ghanim Al Ali, Minister of Culture and Sports.

Some 28 male and female students out of 2,355 participants from 287 private and government schools, Audio Education Complex, and Qatar University were declared winners in this edition of the program.

At the beginning of the ceremony, Mr. Youssef bin Ahmed Al-Kuwari, CEO of Qatar Charity expressed his deep delight with the continued success of the program, which is establishing its solid position as a platform supporting the talent of young writing talents in the State of Qatar. Al Kuwari congratulated the young writing talents in the State of Qatar. Al Kuwari congratulated the young writing talents in the State of Qatar.

Some 28 male and female students from 55 preparatory and secondary schools took part in the first season of the program, while its second season, in which 2,355 male and female students participated, was attended by HE Salah Bin Ghanim Al Ali, Minister of Culture and Sports.

Some 28 male and female students out of 2,355 participants from 287 private and government schools, Audio Education Complex, and Qatar University were declared winners in this edition of the program.

At the beginning of the ceremony, Mr. Youssef bin Ahmed Al-Kuwari, CEO of Qatar Charity expressed his deep delight with the continued success of the program, which is establishing its solid position as a platform supporting the talent of young writing talents in the State of Qatar. Al Kuwari congratulated the young writing talents in the State of Qatar.

The “Future’s Writers” program, since its launch by Qatar Charity in 2017, has managed to nurture 63 young talents of both male and female students in the field of short story writing during its last four seasons.

Qatar Charity has printed 36 winning stories during the three seasons and got some stories translated into the Russian language, expecting the number will rise to 63 printed stories by completing the works of the fourth season.

The program witnessed a significant rise in the number of participants in each season. Some 137 female students from 32 government preparatory and secondary schools took part in the first season of the program, while its second season recorded the participation of 578 male and female students from 55 preparatory and secondary schools. Besides, the third season of the program saw a steep increase in the number of applicants, recording 1607 male and female participants from 287 primary, preparatory, and secondary schools.

The stories of the first edition of the program have been translated into Russian and appeared at the Moscow International Book Fair within the framework of the Qatar-Russia 2018 Year of Culture.

Significantly, the programme, for the first time, allowed students with special needs and Qatar University’s male and female students to take part in its fourth season, in which 2,355 male and female students from 287 schools, in addition of the students of Qatar University, registered for participation.

The stories of the first edition of the program have been translated into Russian and appeared at the Moscow International Book Fair within the framework of the Qatar-Russia 2018 Year of Culture.

Significantly, the programme, for the first time, allowed students with special needs and Qatar University’s male and female students to take part in its fourth season, in which 2,355 male and female students from 287 schools, in addition of the students of Qatar University, registered for participation.

The programme has several phases implemented in cooperation with the partners. The phases include training, screening, interviewing by judges, and printing and signing winning books.

The program sponsor, partners, coordinators, trainers, and judges were honored remotely at the ceremony.

**Winners**

Lama Jaber Al-Mari, Rahma of Alaa Muhammad, and Aisha Muhammad Al-Mansouri topped the list of winners in the category of primary, preparatory and secondary schools for girls, respectively, while Ali Muhammad al-Makki, Muhammad Ayman S máu, and Jassim Sultan Al-Muslim won the first positions, respectively, in the category of these schools for boys.

Sarah Saleh Saleh and Mohammad Ahmed Al-Maraghi were declared top winners from the Audio Education Complex, while Bana Salah Al Sahn and Abdulrahman Jamal Al-Himi from Qatar University came first and second, respectively, in the categories of QU’s male and female students.

This edition of the program also has second and third winners, both male and female, from each category, as well as from the Audio Education Complex, Qatar University has three winners in the category of female students; however, it has only second and third winners in the category of male students.

**4 years of nurturing young writing talents**

The “Future’s Writers” programme, since its launch by Qatar Charity in 2017, has managed to nurture 63 young talents of both male and female students in the field of short story writing during its last four seasons.

Qatar Charity has printed 36 winning stories during the three seasons and got some stories translated into the Russian language, expecting the number will rise to 63 printed stories by completing the works of the fourth season.

The program witnessed a significant rise in the number of participants in each season. Some 137 female students from 32 government preparatory and secondary schools took part in the first season of the program, while its second season recorded the participation of 578 male and female students from 55 preparatory and secondary schools. Besides, the third season of the program saw a steep increase in the number of applicants, recording 1607 male and female participants from 287 primary, preparatory, and secondary schools.

The stories of the first edition of the program have been translated into Russian and appeared at the Moscow International Book Fair within the framework of the Qatar-Russia 2018 Year of Culture.
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Mental health struggles have often been hidden behind the high-flying performance, noted some leading sports figures at a webinar organized by the World Innovative Organisation for Health (WISH) yesterday. WISH, a global health initiative of Qatar Foundation, also held an annual summit earlier this year from November 29 to 30.

Olympic gold medal-winning athlete Rebecca Adlington, former Liverpool and England footballer Robbie Fowler, and sports psychologist Dr. Stephanie Holmes were among the speakers who drew upon their experiences at the webinar on Mental Health & Sport: The Challenge of Balancing Risk with Resilience.

The event also featured Prof Claudia Reardon, who specialised in sports psychology and the mental struggles of athletes, and chaired the International Olympic Committee’s working group on mental health. The workshop was initiated by BBC News presenter Ian Walker.

The sports stars revealed mental health issues they had to manage to stay on top of their games as they shared the battles they had endured. The situations included injuries and illness as well as dealing with stress and allegations. The WISH event highlighted how mental health issues can affect athletes and the importance of their safety and well-being.

The sports stars revealed mental health issues they had to manage to stay on top of their games as they shared the battles they had endured. The situations included injuries and illness as well as dealing with stress and allegations. The WISH event highlighted how mental health issues can affect athletes and the importance of their safety and well-being.

Dr. Holmes recalled how she suffered from self-harm. “I hid it because I had never been in a situation to speak up about the problem I had,” she added. “When I was with my dad, he encouraged me to keep going. I won a medal, but nobody knew what my battling was. I just had to stay in it and keep doing what I was doing and keep going,” she said.

Rebecca Adlington, a former Olympic gold medalist, also discussed her mental struggles and how she has been living with diabetes since she was diagnosed at the age of 26. “There is a lot of emotion involved in diabetes and sports,” she said. “I had to learn to manage” her illness and to be open with those around her.

Robbie Fowler also spoke about his own experiences of dealing with mental health issues. “I had to be open and honest about what I was going through,” he said. “I had to be able to talk about my struggles.
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The power of visualisation

By Reem Abdulrahman Jassim Al-Shalalha

H ave you ever imagined doing something...and being at...? If you haven’t, you better start! Imagining something constructive, positive, and meaningful to your life is actually very simple. In fact, the power of visualisation is so strong that it can actually shape your thoughts and enable you to transform your life.

Visualisation is a powerful tool that can change your life. It is the process of using your imagination to create a mental image of something you want to achieve or change. This mental image can then be used to guide your actions and help you achieve your goals.

Benefits of visualisation:

1. A clear connection to your future: When you imagine a future event, it becomes real to you. This helps you plan and prepare for it.
2. It makes things more clear: You can use visualisation to clarify your thoughts and ideas.
3. Positive affirmations: When you visualise something, you are actually telling your brain that it is possible.
4. It can help you make more informed decisions.

It’s the question I’m asked all the time: ‘Why is Vegan Food ‘Expensive’?

Yes, it’s true – fresh, organic vegetables are more expensive, but that doesn’t mean you can’t still afford them. Vegan food has now become mainstream, and this is why it has become so popular. Many vegan-friendly brands have emerged, and these are often cheaper than their non-vegan counterparts.

For new vegans, there is a learning curve. When you first start eating vegan, it can be quite challenging. However, with time, you will get used to it. The challenge lies in the food itself. Vegan-friendly products are not always available in places, so you have to be creative and think outside the box.

It’s the question I’m asked all the time: ‘Why is Vegan Food ‘Expensive’?

It’s the question I’m asked all the time: ‘Why is Vegan Food ‘Expensive’?

If you’ve been vegan for a while, you know that vegan food can be definitely expensive. This is because vegan food is often more expensive than non-vegan food. However, this doesn’t mean that you can’t still afford it. There are many ways to make vegan food more affordable.

By Shane Ali

This week is an interesting week to look at what’s happening with the weather. We have been experiencing a lot of stormy weather in recent weeks, and this is a good time to talk about how to deal with these storms.

1. Acceptance of emotions and feelings.
2. How to view stressful situations.
3. What to do when you feel overwhelmed.
4. How to cope with the change.

When you come out of the storm, there will be a sense of peace and calm. This is because we have learned to accept and deal with the stress and anxiety that we felt during the storm. We have also learned to let go of what we cannot control.
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Several thousand volunteers and students gathered yesterday in Beirut to distribute toys to children in need, saying they “are willing to work with all the parties and forces” to help the young people who have been “burdened with the slumps of our society.”

**Tanzania**

The US has threatened to impose sanctions on Iran over its nuclear activities, adding to tensions in the region. The US move had threatened to throttle the US economy and put pressure on Iran to reassess its nuclear program. Iran has retaliated by gradually scaling back its commitments under the 2015 nuclear deal. The US move was met with strong criticism from Iran and its allies, who argued that it was a violation of international law.

**Israel**

A Gazan man died from complications of coronavirus, bringing the total number of deaths in the Palestinian territories to 40. Gaza has been under a lockdown since March 15, and the number of cases continues to rise, with more than 1,000 cases reported in the past week. The health ministry in Gaza said that the man died at a hospital in Rafah, after testing positive for the virus. The ministry also reported that 61-year-old man who died had received a kidney transplant and was under treatment for a chronic illness.

**Iran**

Iran has allowed the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) to access two alleged nuclear sites, in a major step towards resolving a long-running dispute over Iran’s nuclear program. The announcement came only hours after the United Nations blocked the IAEA from conducting international inspections on the sites. The move comes as part of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), which was signed in 2015 by Iran, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Russia, China, and Germany.

**Mali**

A military coup has taken place in Mali, with young army officers exercising control over the country. The coup began in a mutiny at a military base at Kati, 15km from Bamako, yesterday. The coup leaders said they were exercising control over the country due to “corruption, bad governance, and the need to improve the living conditions of the Malian people.” The coup has been condemned by international organizations and the United Nations.

**Children go through donated toys prepared by volunteers to be given away in Beirut yesterday.**

---

**Gaza protest coalition offers to work with junta on transition**

The Palm protest coalition, a group of political organizations, offered to work with the junta on a transition to civilian rule within less than a year. The coalition said that the junta should be “welcoming” the offer of the coalition and that it will work “independently and impartially” to find a solution to the crisis. The coalition also called on the international community to support its efforts.

**Kosovo**

Kosovo’s Prime Minister Avdullah Hoti has called for a return of students to schools next week. The government has imposed a lockdown on the country due to the coronavirus pandemic, but the prime minister said that it is time to reopen schools and that it is the “right thing to do.”

**Iran allows IAEA access to two alleged nuclear sites**

Iran has allowed the IAEA to access two alleged nuclear sites, in a major step towards resolving a long-running dispute over Iran’s nuclear program. The announcement came only hours after the United Nations blocked the IAEA from conducting international inspections on the sites. The move comes as part of the Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA), which was signed in 2015 by Iran, the United States, the United Kingdom, France, Russia, China, and Germany.
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Iran's President Hassan Rouhani welcomes IAEA chief Rafael Mariano Grossi during a meeting in Tehran yesterday. Rouhani also called on Grossi to “support the JCPOA and the United States to remove all the sanctions that were imposed on us.”
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**Israel**

A Gaza man died from complications of coronavirus, bringing the total number of deaths in the Palestinian territories to 40. Gaza has been under a lockdown since March 15, and the number of cases continues to rise, with more than 1,000 cases reported in the past week. The health ministry in Gaza said that the man died at a hospital in Rafah, after testing positive for the virus. The ministry also reported that 61-year-old man who died had received a kidney transplant and was under treatment for a chronic illness.
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Thailand to push for more restriction of online content

A government healthcare minister in South Korea has expressed opposition to new restrictions on certain online content and warned that the country’s political leaders are seeking to suppress voices they find threatening. The minister’s comments come as South Korea continues to grapple with a growing number of protests and demonstrations, many of which have centered on the country’s authoritarian government and its treatment of the coronavirus pandemic.

The government said the new measures were necessary, in part, to help prevent people from posting false health crises by boosting the number of doctors in response to health-related fields in medicine. The government also said it was seeking to address the growing problem of online harassment.

South Korean medical students revolt over health reform plans

South Korean medical students are calling on the government to review its current health reform plans and increase funding for medical education. The students have been protesting against cuts to government funding for medical schools and the introduction of a new medical training program.

The students say the new program, which was introduced in 2018, has led to a significant increase in medical school tuition fees and has made it more difficult for students to access higher education. They are calling for the government to reverse its decision and increase funding to support medical education.

New Zealand mosques still in shock

The families of the victims of the Christchurch mosque attacks have called for a change to New Zealand’s gun laws in the wake of the mass shooting at two mosques in Christchurch last month. The attacks, which claimed the lives of 50 people, were New Zealand’s deadliest shooting in history.

The government has since announced plans to ban most semi-automatic and assault-style firearms, and has appointed a committee to review the country’s gun laws.

A court ruling in the United States has said that doctors who treated victims of the Christchurch mosque attacks have a legal duty to report the incident to the authorities.

NZ mosque gunman waives rights to speak in court

The gunman who killed 51 people at two mosques in Christchurch last year has waived his right to speak at a court hearing. The convicted murderer, who was sentenced to 90 years in jail for the attack, has so far refused to enter a plea.

The decision was made after a judge ruled that the gunman had a legal right to speak at the hearing, which is scheduled to take place in May. The judge said the gunman had the right to speak, but that he had waived his right to do so.
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US cities sue government over untraceable 'ghost guns'

Residents prepare for Laura fury

Teenager hell over shooting deaths at Wisconsin protest

Govt changes its mind on masks in schools

Singer Sarah Harding diagnosed with cancer
Miladic blasts genocide court as ‘child of Nato’

F

ormer Bosnian war criminal Ratko Mladic has blasted the International Residual Mechanism for Criminal Tribunals in the Hague after his attempt to delay his trial on genocide charges was rejected.

Mladic said that since the start of the conflict in Bosnia “I have been pursued into war, and for every minute of that war I have been tried and convicted.”

The 77-year-old, who was convicted of genocide and other crimes committed during the 1992-1995 Bosnian war, had attempted to delay his trial on charges of genocide, war crimes and crimes against humanity.

But judges on Thursday rejected Mladic’s request to delay the start of his trial until next year.

Mladic had earlier urged the judges as to his capacity to speak, adding that he had been pushed into war, and for that he should be tried for war crimes.

“Mladic is not a villain,” defence lawyer Demajean told the court.

“Not the one who was tortured, beaten, his hands cut, his head brutalized, afraid to live, afraid to breathe...”

He said Mladic had been forced into war.

Mladic said the creation of a decades-long process to go ahead, it was the culmination announced the lease auction
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In one recent incident, the owner of an animal refuge in Sweden was taken to hospital with a broken jaw after confronting poachers who had killed and stole 10 dogs.

In recent reports, animals are found dead, Evan, minutes or even hours after being part of other body parts removed.

The refuge de L'Espoir (Ranch of Hope), a refuge for about 140 abandoned, mutilated and mistreated animals in the Burgundy region, operated by the Parish of St. Pierre de Vezelay, was broken into on Monday at around midnight.

Mutilations and mutilation of animals have been on the rise in recent years, with about 2,000 cases reported each year in France alone.

French police are hunting the perpetrators of a series of animal mutilation cases in the country in recent months.

Mutilation of the head, limbs and ears of horses and donkeys in order to be able to sell parts of them or for their meat is anything but a rare phenomenon.
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Have Indian firms grown too fat on corporate handouts?

A view from the front lines of the business boom

By Tapan Doshi

The past couple of years have been a bonanza for Indian businesses. With the economy booming and the government pushing growth, companies have enjoyed a surfeit of capital and favorable market conditions.

However, the recent economic slowdown and the coronavirus pandemic have raised concerns about the sustainability of this growth. Many businesses have been hit by a wave of defaults, and there is a growing awareness among investors about the need for transparency and accountability.

In this context, the Reserve Bank of India’s (RBI) recent directive to banks and other financial institutions to review their exposures to stressed entities is welcome. The move is aimed at strengthening the banking sector and ensuring that financial resources are directed to those who need them.

But the challenge is enormous. The Indian economy is highly indebted, with non-performing assets (NPAs) running into trillions of rupees. Many banks are struggling to meet their regulatory capital requirements, which makes it difficult for them to lend.

The government has also taken steps to address the issue, such as the insolvency and bankruptcy code, which has helped to resolve many cases. However, the process is slow and bureaucratic, and many cases are still pending.

In conclusion, the Indian economy is facing a significant challenge, and it will take time and effort to overcome. The government and businesses must work together to ensure that the country’s economic growth is sustainable and equitable.

How Bengaluru saw its success in Covid battle come undone

By K K Pillai

Bengaluru, which was once a model for handling the coronavirus pandemic, has seen its success fade as the country grapples with a surge in infections.

The capital of Karnataka state had emerged as a template for managing the virus, with a low infection rate and effective contact tracing. However, a recent increase in cases has brought concerns about the city’s ability to contain the spread of the virus.

In a statement to The Hindu, the state’s health minister said they had taken measures to prevent a similar situation from happening again. The government has announced a series of targeted lockdowns in areas with high cases, and is also increasing testing and contact tracing efforts.

However, many residents are concerned about the effectiveness of these measures, and some have called for a more comprehensive lockdown to prevent further spread.

In conclusion, while Bengaluru’s early response to the pandemic was praised, the recent increase in cases highlights the need for continued vigilance and effective measures to control the virus.

Entrance tests to go ahead despite surgings Covid cases

By Divya Padamsee

The government has announced that entrance tests will continue, despite the surge in COVID-19 cases across the country.

The Union Health Ministry has clarified that the exams will go ahead as planned, with appropriate safety measures in place. The tests will be conducted in a phased manner, with candidates being tested for COVID-19 before appearing for the exam.

Several states and institutions have expressed concern over the decision, citing the need for more time to prepare for the exams.

In conclusion, while the government’s decision to continue the exams is understandable, it remains to be seen how effective the safety measures will be in preventing the spread of the virus.

How has Covid-19 affected the Indian economy?

By Manu Reddy

The coronavirus pandemic has had a significant impact on the Indian economy, with a sharp decline in GDP growth and a surge in unemployment.

The lockdown measures implemented to control the virus have disrupted economic activity, leading to a fall in production and consumption. The services sector, especially tourism and hospitality, has been hit hardest.

The government has announced several measures to support businesses and workers, such as the Jan Dhan Yojana and the Atmanirbhar Bharat scheme.

In conclusion, the Indian economy is facing a challenging period, and it will take time and effort to recover from the impacts of the pandemic.
Could US regulators authorise Covid-19 vaccine before polls?

115 President Donald Trump has said a vaccine for the novel coronavirus could be available before the November 3 presidential election, sooner than most experts expect. A Covid-19 vaccine as early as October could become a reality if US regulators have enough safety and efficacy data before a vaccine is authorised.

Trump and others in his administration, which received an EUA that was briefly overturned by the FDA earlier this year, have strongly hinted that they would resign if they felt the agency was pressured to approve a vaccine before the election.

On Sunday, the FDA authorised on an emergency basis the use blood plasma from recipients of convalescent plasma who have been cured of Covid-19. The agency has already authorised it for use in treating patients who are critically ill with a severe disease.

The EUA permits the use of a medical product for which there is insufficient data before a vaccine is authorised and approved.

The US Food and Drug Administration is evaluating medical products during public health emergencies by issuing an emergency use authorisation (EUA) for the use of the drug or medical device in an emergency situation. EUAs are typically used for products intended for healthcare providers or patients.

By Sania Nishtar

“The what they do seem to be telling us is that once you show that your vaccine works, it should be used”

Consumer rights watchdog Public Citizen called for not to see an EUA for Covid-19 vaccines, which it could create the appearance of an official stamp of approval.

The EUA and other US health experts say there must be sufficient safety and efficacy data before a vaccine is authorised for public use.

I certainly would not recommend nor would I ever allow myself to be injected with a vaccine that has not been thoroughly vetted,” said Dr. Richard Stanfill, former FDA associate commissioner for risk management.

The US government decided on an EUA for the H1N1 vaccine after months of negotiation, but the FDA’s role was limited. A US government panel of experts who voted to recommend the EUA were not told how long the vaccine would be used or that it had not been fully tested through the formal approval process.

On Monday, the FDA commissioner later corrected data he cited at a news conference that suggested the agency’s approval had slowed vaccine production.

The Covid-19 pandemic may not have destroyed the planet, but it certainly put public and private institutions – and the public – to the test. In addition to the health consequences, the pandemic has disrupted livelihoods worldwide, pushing the middle class and pushing low-income households into poverty.

In Pakistan – the world’s fifth-largest country by population – 4.4m women and men were employed as daily wages workers, the government’s Ehsaas Emergency Cash programme, the largest social-protection programme in the country’s history, had delivered one-time cash grants totaling more than $12,000 to cover immediate subsistence needs.
Opposition slammed for deflections in judicial appointments
Prime Minister Imran Khan yesterday said the opposition parties’ opposition to the judicial appointments was an attempt to mislead the public and obstruct the process of judicial appointments. He added that the opposition parties were creating confusion about the said appointments and the general public was being misled. He highlighted the relevance of having a democratic system to protect human rights and freedoms of democracy to ensure that no individual could use their power to harm others. He said that if anyone felt that the judicial appointments were made in a biased manner, they should consult the judiciary to get an impartial and unbiased solution.

Petition to remove PM’s appointment is a constitutional rejection
The President submitted a petition seeking the removal of the principal qualitative language. It is important to note that the proposed constitutional amendment would need the approval of the Senate, as well as the House of Representatives. The proposed amendments would enable the government to make judicial appointments with the approval of the Senate and the House of Representatives. The proposed amendments would also enable the government to make judicial appointments with the approval of the Senate and the House of Representatives.

Decision
Railway project tender to be issued this month
Railways Minister Asad Umar yesterday said tenders for Malir Line railway project will be issued this month. Addressing a ceremony in Rawalpindi, he said railway tracks were being upgraded in the country after 150 years. The minister said the government had given approval to several railway projects to be carried out in the country after 150 years. The minister said the government had given approval to several railway projects to be carried out in the country.

Relief efforts continue as rains lash Karachi
In response to a question, Minister for Communication and Postal Services Muhammad Ali Amin Khan said the telecommunication and postal services were working around the clock to ensure that the people of Sindh and other affected areas received timely relief. He added that the government had arranged for the delivery of essential commodities to the affected areas.

322 children vaccinated against polio in 130 districts
The National Institute of Child Health Development (NICHD) disclosed that more than 322 children were vaccinated against polio in 130 districts of the country.

Water in Multan River has been reduced and backing off from Gharo has started, and the industries near it have been shut due to heavy flooding in Sukkur. Despite this, the government is making efforts to reduce the floods in the area.

For sale
Government committed to boosting exports: PM
The Prime Minister said that the government was committed to boosting exports. He added that the government was working on various strategies to increase exports. He said that the government was also focusing on improving the quality of exports and making them more competitive in the global market.

70% believe virus threat exaggerated, survey reveals
The survey found that 70% of the respondents believed that the virus threat was exaggerated. The survey also found that 59% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was completely false. The survey also found that 69% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was a foreign conspiracy. The survey also found that 26% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was a natural phenomenon.

For sale
Information
Adaptation of leading enterprises from the Covid-19 pandemic is the need of the hour. Enterprises have been identified which are innovating to continue their business despite the pandemic. The government is working on various strategies to increase exports. He said that the government was also focusing on improving the quality of exports and making them more competitive in the global market.

For sale
90% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was completely false. The survey also found that 69% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was a foreign conspiracy. The survey also found that 26% of the respondents believed that the virus pandemic was a natural phenomenon.

For sale
"Our government is vigorous in the current situation and is committed to helping the business community. We are working on various strategies to increase exports. He said that the government was also focusing on improving the quality of exports and making them more competitive in the global market.

For sale
The Pakistan Polio Eradication Programme (PPEP) has been conducting door-to-door polio vaccination campaigns to ensure that all eligible children receive the vaccine. The PPEP has been conducting these campaigns in collaboration with the Provincial Health Departments and other stakeholders.
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Ashgal boosts traffic safety for schools

WCM-Q, NMoQ research initiative facilitates learning about pandemic

Qatar Charity honours winners of ‘Future’s Writers’ programme

Some of the participants